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ABSTRACT
Interest in the application of CAD/CAM to the manufacture of prostheses has existed since the

early '70s, however the primary growth in this area has occurred since mid '80s CAD/CAM has been
looked upon to supplant both the fitting and production stages for prostheses, and although numerous
attempts have been made, [1-4], to date the results clinically have been inconclusive.

The introduction of CAD/CAM requires a digital shape representation to available to the computer
for analysis, modification, and production. The data must be available in a logical ordered format. The
'front end' to the prosthesis design is conventionally provided by plaster wraps of the residual limb,
followed by positive production and socket molding

The use of laser scantling to obtain surface data is not new in the field of prosthetics. However,
work to date has focused on the lower limb, with little attention given to the upper extremity,. In a
clinical study, Steele [5], CAD/CAM usage was 89% lower limb, with 76% BK cases, and only 4%
upper limb. Seven percent was listed as other, presumably the foot. This disparity is reflected in the
research efforts accorded to each area. The focus of the current work is in CAD/CAM applications for
the production of upper extremity sockets. Specificaly, the use of laser scanning for the extraction of
residual limb shapes will be discussed.

BACKGROUND
Shape sensing for prosthesis applications has taken several forms, predominantly optical based

laser scanning fox large volume data sets Information has been gathered using both commercial and
custom scanners of this type by Femie[6], Borches[7], and Engsberg[2]. At the other end of this scale is
limb measurement at isolated points and recording of selected measurements, ie width, circumference,
for future entry into a CAD package. This is best shown in Saunders [8]. The socket is defmed on the
basis of existing shape from a limited library, subject to modification.

Digitizing of the inner surface of a plaster wrap by mechanical means is shown in Kohler [3], and
Travis[9].

Diagnostic scanners, MRI, CT or ultrasound offer an opportunity to obtain surface data, along
with substuface information on bone and soft tissue disposition. Justification of the expense, time, and
potentially hazardous exposure in CT and MRI scans preclude their use as a routine fitting aid, but
ultrasound, Ping[10], does offer a more viable volume scanning technique. Scan times of 10 minutesare
a drawback, being too long for a juvenile patient. It should be noted that all of the above literature refer s
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to lower limb fitting only. The current authors
are using a magnetic field based digitizer to
obtain torso shapes as part of seat fitting
procedures.

In optical based systems the limb must be
scanned unsupported to avoid interference of
any frame or brim with the limb surface. A
pressure stocking is sometimes applied. This
precludes any rectification by the prosthetist at
the time of fitting, unlike the mechanical
digitizing of conventionally obtained plaster
wraps. This is an aspect of the CAD process
that should not be disregarded, since fitting
adjustments must enter the process somewhere.
Interactive graphical packages for such
manipulations are not well established [11], and
represent a weak link in the path between surface
digitization and surface carving by CAM/CNC
methods.. A discussion of socket CNC practices
can be found in Lawrence[12].

SCANNER DESIGN
Introduction

The client application for the present scanner was to be the child amputee, age greater than 6
months, for both above and below elbow cases. Several broad design constraints were established based
on the small size of the residual limb to be scanned

Primary consideration was given to the duration of the scanning, both to avoid patient movement
or discomfort.. It was decided that 3 to 5 seconds
was the maximum duration. Lirnb sizes of less
than 50 millimetres in diameter and 100 to 200
rum, in length meant that the scanning volume
would be significantly less than those for the
lower limb. At video frame rates of 30 Hz.,,
between 90 to 150 frames could be gathered,
implying images could be taken at intervals of
about 1 mm. along the limb length. An
examination of video cameras showed that frame
resolutions of about 500 by 500 pixels were
typical, and for a transverse field of view of 150
nun., this would allow a resolution of roughly 1/
3 mm. per pixeL Using suitable image processing
"sub- pixel"resolutions are typically obtained for
imaging systems.. Thus the design objective
became to provide +1-0.25 mm. resolution for
surface measurements. This is 4 to 10 times
better than resolutions quoted for the lower limb

Figure 1: Scanner Frame

Figure 2: Traversing Frame
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Scanning Mode:
In order to provide full circumferential

coverage of the limb 3 laser fans were positioned
to generate a flat sheet of light that would traverse along the axis of the limb., This provides a ring of
illumination around the limb at each video frame position. The 3 lasers are equispaced and provide
overlapping coverage, Three CCD cameras are paired with the lasers at an inclination of 30 degrees to
the laser plane. A scanning sequence consists of obtaining a serial set of wire bales (of light), one bale
per video frame,. The scanner head configuration is shown in figure (3), and the entire traversing frame
in figure (2).

The system is moved by a servo motor under computer control, while image extraction is done on-
line via dedicate,d electronics. The control and acquisition system is to interface to any PC via a parallel

(printer) port, without any additional
components in the PC, beyond software. This
stage is still under development.

Figure 3: Scanner Read
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studies, where an accuracy of +1-1.5 mmj. was
felt suitable [2],

A request from the prosthetist to
accomadate elbow flexure, from fully extended
to 90 degrees, was achievable for the scanning
window, (150 mm,), for child amputees,
however adult or long distal segments will
exceed the scanning volume at 90 degrees of
flexion

Overall configuration of the system is
shown in figure (1). The scanning volume is a
cylinder., 150 by 300 rnm long. All moving parts
are on the exterior of a long 300mm diameter
tube which has lengthwise cutouts for the laser
and camera line-of-sight

Summary:
A laser based surface scanner has been

fabricated to aid in CAD/CAM production of
juvenile upper limb sockets. The system is to
provide reconstruction accuracy of +/- 0.25mm.
This is required due to both the small size of the
sockets to be produced and the need to ensure
good myoelectric contact Image acquisition
electronics are currently under development,
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